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Historic Mass Labarang Celebrated in Bo-Kaap

EDITORIAL
Bo-Kaap a Precious Legacy
The recent protest action by Bo-Kaap residents
about their vulnerability to gentrification,
crime and drug abuse, is a welcome start on
the long road to preserving for posterity the
Cradle of Islam in all its historical, religious and
community dimensions. The legacy that giants
like Sheikh Salie Abadie, Tuan Guru, Abdol
Burns, Achmat Davids, Tiny Abed and Basil
D'Oliviera have left should not be allowed to be
drowned in a sea of commercialism, greed and
shortsightedness.

History was made on Eid-ul-Fitr when the Bo-Kaap air reverberated to the takbeer
at the first Mass Labarang held in the Cradle of Islam. Amidst the drama of predicted thunderstorms and a few of the mosques unwilling to join in, proceedings
got underway smoothly shortly after 8am in Wale Street with opening remarks by
Sheikh Dawood Terblanche. When Sheikh Muhammad West ascended the podium
to deliver the English pre-khutbah talk, the skies were blue and the jamaah had
swelled to thousands stretching from Van Der Meulen Street all the way down to
Rocksole Shoe Store.
The Eid salaah was led by Sheikh Yusuf Agherdien, resident Imam at the Upper
Chiappini St Mosque, while Sheikh Ramadan Tekman, Imam at the Hanafi Mosque
in Long St, delivered the Arabic khutbah. The bilal for this historic occasion was
Noor Osman.

Bo-Kaap has undoubtedly become one of the
top tourist attractions in the Mother City, with
a fleet of Marco Polos ogling admiringly at the
rows of world-renowned multicoloured Cape
Dutch houses every day. Thus from a closelyknit residential suburb with a profound history
and unique culture, Bo-Kaap has become unaf.... continued on page 2
(L-r) Imam Shamiel, Sh Yusuf, Sh Dawood, Sh Muhammad, Noor Osman (with mic)
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EDITORIAL continued ...

SHEIKH’S EID MESSAGE

fordable for its residents as the wealthy buy into the area,
thus escalating the rates and diluting the cultural traditions
in the Bo-Kaap.
It must be stated however, that persuading Bo-Kaap residents of the short-sightedness of selling their dwellings is
only part of the solution, for the longer term strategy
should be to make the area as attractive as possible, with
better amenities, educational facilities, vibrant mosque
activities and taking better advantage of its strategic location. In addition, professional and better civil lobbying of
the authorities to grant the area the necessary protection in
terms of heritage status, will go a long way in ensuring that
the Cradle of Islam does not lose its unique identity.

Bo-Kaap Mass Labarang (continued from page 1)...
Praised the Youth
Sheikh West lauded the youth of
Bo-Kaap for being the driving
force of the event, but cautioned
them to ponder about the legacy
they will leave behind for future
generations. He emphasised the
unprecedented nature of the
gathering, the spirit of unity it
had fostered and stated that that
since we had all fasted and
prayed together in Ramadan, it is
only right that we are able to
celebrate Eid together.

Testing our Taqwa
Allah is the greatest! Allah is the greatest! Allah is the greatest!
“O you who have believed, decreed upon you is fasting as it was decreed upon those before you that perhaps you will attain taqwa”
(2:183).
We began the month of Ramadan with Allah's objective for us, that we
fast, so that by the end of the month, perhaps, we would have attained
an increase in taqwa.
What is taqwa? It is having a consciousness of Allah in all things, loving
Allah above everything else and fearing to displease Him in anything.
While taqwa is in the heart, its presence is shown in the quality of our
salaah and ibadaat, it is shown in our giving up of sinful habits, it is shown
in our generosity to those in need and the kind treatment of others.
Today on the event of Eid-ul-Fitr, each of us will need to ask ourselves
what was the quality of our fasting and have we met the objective of
attaining taqwa? For some, Ramadan would have brought about a life
changing transformation and for others, sadly, all Ramadan would have
brought was hunger.
As the scholars mention, the true quality of our fast is tested now after
Ramadan by gauging how much of the goodness of Ramadan has remained with us. While Ramadan has gone, its lessons of love, patience,
appreciation of blessings, observance of good, refraining from evil and
most importantly the nearness to Allah should continue for the coming
year ahead.
“And hasten to forgiveness from your Lord and a garden as wide as the
heavens and earth, prepared for those who have taqwa.” (3:133)
We pray that our fasting, standing, duahs and all our good deeds be accepted by the All Mighty, for verily Allah is Most Appreciative of good
deeds. We ask Allah to forgive and show mercy to all the muslimeen
both living and deceased. And we send our greetings and salutations to
our beloved nabee Muhammad and to his companions may Allah be
pleased with them.

Defending our Heritage
Defending our heritage is incumSh Ramadan Tekman, Imam of the
bent upon us, and that heritage
Noor el Hamedia Mosque,
is our identity, who we are us
delivering the Arabic khutbah
human beings, encompassing
respect, kindness, warmth and good neighbourliness, proclaiming
the Athan and Sunday morning koeksisters. That strong identity
has stood the test of time, outlasting Dutch colonialism, British
colonialism and Apartheid, and we need to pay homage to our
pious predecessors who laid the foundation for this unique community.
Saving this Heritage
Coming together with one voice against those who threaten that
heritage is an important first step. While those threats are many,
be it capital, legal, beliefs or sects, the biggest threat comes from
within ourselves. Sheikh emphasised that the foundation of our
heritage was built on taqwa, and it is only through the love, fear
and consciousness of Allah that the Bo-Kaap community will be
preserved.

I extend a big “shukran” to all those who assisted in making this year's
Ramadan programmes a success, in particular our committee, the
huffaath, bilals, support team for the Tafsir of Surah Kahf lectures, the
Iftaar team, the website and Facebook page administrators, the soup
kitchen staff and of course the musallees who graced the Masjid with
their ibaadah.
May Allah reward each and every one
of you that contributed so generously
this month.
On behalf of myself, my family and all
of us at Boorhaanol Islam, I wish you
and your loved ones a happy and
blessed Eid.
Wasalaamu alaykum
waragmatullahi
wabarakatuh
Sheikh Muhammad
West

Thus, Sheikh warned, the biggest threat to our mosques is when
we stop attending them; the biggest threat to our homes being
sold to foreigners is when we stop being good neighbours to each
other; and the biggest threat to us embracing foreign ideologies is
when we stop attending schools and madrasahs.
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Mosque Thriving During
Ramadaan
Once again the fulcrum of spiritual
endeavours was provided at the mosque in
Longmarket Street as a range of collective
ibaadaat were made available to the jamaah.
Under the dynamic leadership of our Imam
Ratib, Sheikh Mohammad West, these
activities ranged from the long-established
Taraweeg prayers and fitra collection, to
exciting innovations like mass iftaar at the
mosque and handing out dates to motorists
gridlocked in traffic at the nearby CBD.
Guffaath
Led by the sterling efforts of Gafith Wafique
Simons, and ably assisted
by Gafith Abdullah Fakier
and Yaseen Sunglay, the
melodious rendition of
the Holy Quran
resonated beautifully in
the mosque throughout
the month. We thank
them sincerely for their
noble efforts and pray
that Allah(swt) reward them abundantly and
increase their knowledge, inshallah. A word of
thanks also to all our bilals for the hard work
done throughout the month.

Iftaar arrnaged every night at the Masjid to cater for the many muslim foreign students, workers who struggle to
make it home in time for iftaar.

uploaded onto the website of Boorhaanol,
which meant that the online community could
also participate.
Iftaar at the Masjid
This has been the 3rd year that the Iftaar
programme was functioning at the mosque. It
has proved popular with people working in the
CBD who are unable to reach home due to
traffic congestion, as well as Middle Eastern
students who are in Cape Town to learn the
English language. We wish to extend our
sincere appreciation to the coordinators of the
project, Ighsaan Moosa and Yusuf Johaar, as
well as all the neighbours who have so
generously provided the sumptuous spread
enjoyed by up to 40 saumees at night.

offer them dates to break their fast. A good
spinoff of this gesture has been the
opportunity to explain Islam to non-Muslims,
several of whom have been intrigued by the
invitation 'to have a date'! Once again, we
extend our sincere thanks to all those who
offered their time and effort for this project,
Alghamdulillah.
Salatul Layl
This highly recommended salaah was
performed in jamaah for the last 10 nights of
Ramadan. It commenced at 9-30pm and
ended at about 10pm after the completion of
8 rakaats.

Post-Taraweeg Talks
Sheikh Muhammad West gave a short exegesis
of this blessed surah each night after the
Taraweeg salaah, and by the end the
congregation were well acquainted with the
lessons and complexities of the four stories
referred to in this Chapter. The audio and
slides of each evening's presentation was also
made available to a wider audience, which
allowed others to follow the series as the
month unfolded. Anyone wishing to get hold
of the full set of lectures is urged to WhatsApp
their request to 082 222 1308.

In addition to the regular local guffaath
leading the salaah, we also had the pleasure of
hosting Qari Nadeem Dawood on two of the
nights, including the last night. In the final
raka’ah he recited a heart rendering duah in
the qunoot - well worth having a listen to it on
our website or send a WhatsApp message to
us requesting it to be sent to you via
WhatsApp - Tel.084 222 1308.

Ramadan Quiz
Each evening after the lecture by Sheikh West,
a question relating to the content of that
lecture was presented to the audience. An
innovation this year was that the question was

Date Distribution
At the initiative of Sheikh West, this is the 2nd
year that members of Boorhaanol descended
upon the gridlocked CBD afternoon traffic to
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Jumuah Collections at Masjied Boorhaanol Islam

agm

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

2018

5 000.00
4 500.00
4 000.00

Notice of the
Annual General
Meeting of the
Boorhaanol
Movement will
soon be sent to
all members of
the congregation.

3 500.00
3 000.00
2 500.00
2 000.00

Major changes to
the
administrative structure of the Movement
have been proposed and the revised
Constitution will accompany the notification.
Members are urged to carefully scrutinise the
proposed changes and give their input in
writing to the Secretary, or from the floor at
the AGM.

1 500.00
1 000.00
500.00
0.00

boorhaanol online ...
Alhamdulillah the Digital Media Team
(DMT) played a crucial role over the past
few weeks in reaching out to its members
as well as the community at large. The
DMT focused its efforts on 3 main areas:
1. Online sales of Boeka Treats Alhamdulillah the Online Shop had a 5fold increase on last year's sales. This
could be attributed mainly to the DMT's
aggressive marketing campaigns via
Facebook & WhatsApp platforms as well
as the popular 3 book special for R300.
We encourage you and your family /
friends to visit www.boekatreats.com to
support our online shop.
2. The 2018 Taraweeg Survey - After the
successful publication of Taraweeg Survey
2018 in the Muslim Views a week before
Ramadaan, the DMT released 2 further
updates on the website
boorhaanol.org.za. As the information on
the site is continually being updated,
readers are encouraged to register online
in order to receive automatic updates of
the Taraweeg Survey. The DMT is in the
process of transforming this Survey into a
more user-friendly interactive site where
individual mosque information can be

easily accessed. Visit
www.boorhaanol.org.za.

3. Lecture Series by Sheikh Muhammad
West - The informative post-taraweeg
lectures on Surah Kahf by Sheikh
Muhammad West proved very popular,
Alhamdulillah. These lectures were
disseminated via email, Mobical as well as
WhatsApp, reaching an exponential
number of
people.

who could participate and win prizes.
Generally the feedback received from
Sheikh's inspiring talks were very
encouraging and thus we will continue
with this way of informing and educating
the broader community. The complete
series of Surah Kahf and Jumuah lecture
series, as well as many other lectures by
Sheikh Muhammad West, can be
downloaded from the site.
We urge our readers to continually visit
our website www.boorhaanol.org.za to
discover the latest developments within
Boorhaanol Islam Movement.

This year the
popular
Ramadaan
Quiz was also
extended to
online guests
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East West where is Sheikh?
Sheikh Muhammad West, Imam at the Boorhaanol Islam Mosque in Bo-Kaap, often gets invited to share his
insights on various topics. Sheikh is also a leading member of Al Kauthar, an international Islamic body dedicated to promoting Islam. Readers interested in obtaining transcripts of some of the material here under can
contact him at westmuhammad@gmail.com

urgent need of your support. While in
Johannesburg, the local Al Kauthar
invited Sheikh to present a PreRamadan course on the Month of
Mercy.

In Australia
Following his return from Australia in
early March, Sheikh was fortunate
enough to visit Melbourne over the
Easter weekend again, to participate in
Melbourne's annual Twins of Faith
Conference. The conference is
Melbourne's main Islamic festival
which draws Imams and Muslim
entertainers from across the globe.
The theme for the 2018 conference
was "Leaving a Legacy".
His participation at the conference was
to present a talk on the lasting legacy
of Tuan Guru in shaping the Muslim
community in South Africa. The
Melbourne Muslim community was
deeply inspired by the legacy of Tuan
Guru as they could draw many
parallels between their community
and ours here at the Cape.

The Age of the
Rightly-Guided
Caliphs
drawing on the lives of the Wives of
the Prophet (s).
In Johannesburg
The weekend before the start of
Ramadan, Sheikh participated in the
Imam Development Project's bi-annual
strategic planning session in Joburg.
IDP is an initiative which operates
across South Africa, supporting 70
imams working in under-privileged
communities to bring about positive
change.
IDP is looking to build a community of
Imams because our imams build
communities. IDP, which offers roughly
a R1500.00 stipend to its imams, is in

Series on Rightly Guided Caliphs
Currently Sheikh is conducting a series
of lectures on the Rightly Guided Caliphs on Wednesday evenings before
Maghrib at the Boorhaanol masjid.
For further details contact the
Boorhaanol Co-ordinator Boeta Taliep
Salie or Sheikh himself at
westmuhammad@gmail.com

In Durban
In May, the Al Kauthar team in Durban
hosted Sheikh in presenting The
Mothers of the Nation course, which
is centred around Islamic feminism by

www.boorhaanol.org.za
www.boekatreats.com
084 222 1308

boorhaanol.org.za

Send request to this number or email address
to be added to WhatsApp broadcast
of lecture slides and audios
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H Abdurahmaan Basardien Passes Away
The janaazah of Boorhaanol stalwart
Abdurahmaan Bassardien took place
on Friday 1st June, 2018, on the 16th
of Ramadan. He was 80 years old.
Boeta Maan had been living in
Goolhurst in Grassy Park for the past
40 years, but was a staunch
Boorhaanol mureed who always
attended the Movement's AGM and
other important gatherings.
According to his wife Gadija, Boeta
Maan had suffered a fractured hip
when he fell on his way from the
mosque 3 weeks before his demise.
She will always remember him as a
person who never complained,

The Basardien siblings (l-r) - Mogammad, (late) Salie, sister Rugaya and H Abdurahmaan

never took a tablet in his life and
was always ready to assist others.

wife Gadija, 2 daughters, a son and 7
grandchildren.

Boeta Maan is survived by his elder
brother Mogammad, sister Rugaya,

We make dua that Allah (swt) grant
him Jannatul Firdouz, Insha-Allah.

Taraweeg Survey included in Muslim Views
The inclusion of the Boorhaanol Taraweeg Survey in the Ramadaan issue of the Muslim
Views this year was the culmination of a frenzied collaboration between the two
bodies, and bodes well for the direction of the Survey in the future.
First published by Boorhaanol 30 years ago, the
annual Survey had become in invaluable
community resource, but prohibitive printing
costs had made its recent publication
problematic, with the last comprehensive Survey
being published in 2011.
This year's Survey details the Imaamat, huffaath
and contact details of nearly 200 mosques in the
Western Cape, making it an indispensable
reference guide for many stakeholders.
Although the final print product had many gaps
due to communication issues and lack of finality
of the huffaath at many mosques, it was
nevertheless very well received, being
distributed not only in the Western Cape, but
also in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal. We hope
that with better planning and proper
sponsorship this collaboration will flourish for
the sake of the community, Insha-Allah.
For the latest updated version of the Taraweeg Survey, visit our website at
boorhaanol.org.za.

¡ Nazlia Soeker, leaving 14th July 2018 - 93 Chiappini Street, Bo-Kaap
¡ Rashaad & Narriman (nee Dramat), leaving 17th July 2018 - 120 Wale St, Bo-Kaap

HAJJ GREETINGS

¡ Ebrahim & Amina Bedford (nee Fredericks), leaving 18th July 2018 - 114, 3rd Ave. Grassy Park
¡ Ebrahim & wife Gadija Abrahams (nee Ismail), leaving 18th July 2018 - 122 5th Ave, Kensington
¡ Imraan & Rugaya Samsodien (nee Ryklief), leaving 18th July 2018 – 5 Gemini Rd, Greenhaven
¡ Mogamat Siraaj and Rushda Alawie (nee Price), leaving 18 July 2018 – 207 Tenth Ave, Kensington
¡ Ebrahim & wife Masnoena Rhode (nee Majal), leaving 21st July 2018 - 14 Libra Rd, Surrey Estate
¡ Shafiek & Gafeezah (nee Gamiet) Soeker, leaving 23rd July 2018 – 18 Wynne Rd, Goodwood Park
¡ Ghalied Williams, leaving 29th July 2018 - 63 Upper Pepper Street, Bo-Kaap
¡ Ismail & wife Sedicka Nackerdien (nee Williams), leaving 29th July 2018 - 63 Upp Pepper St, Bo-Kaap
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BOORHAANOL CRACKS IT AT BOTH EXPOS

The weekend of Friday, 4th May to Sunday,
6th May, 2018 was a hectic time for the
Boorhaanol Movement as it participated in
both Radio 786 and Spice Mecca expos
which took place over that weekend.
This decision to have a footprint at both
expos had been influenced by the
availability of Boeka Treats 3 of the 4-part

500 Series, as well as the economic
imperative of putting previous Boorhaanol
publications on sale.
Both expos were well attended, the weather
was superb and the Boorhaanol stand
displayed copies of various issues of Boeka
Treats, Kayfee, Companion, Taraweeg Survey
and the late Imam Bassier's autobiography,

Born To Serve. For the first time a card
machine for payment was used at both
expos and we were highly satisfied with the
sales achieved over that period.
We thank all those who unselfishly
volunteered their time in making this
project successful, Algamdulillah.

Foods For Sale in
Boeka Treats
The third volume of the Boeka Treats Series 500
on Foods went on sale on the eve of Ramadan,
initially at both the Spice Mecca and Radio 786
expos and a week later at all the mosques and
selected retailers in the Western Cape.
Boorhaanol Publications had taken the very
difficult decision not to produce Kayfee this
year, after last year's relatively poor sales of the
combo had placed the finances of the
Movement under some strain.
Boeka Treats 3 concentrates solely on Foods,
with the final installment next year focusing on
Desserts.
The future of Kayfee is still being debated, but
at this stage we envisage an online Kayfee
whereby articles are uploaded throughout the
year, with the best featuring in a very limited
annual print form on a pre-order sales basis
only.
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Cradle to Grave Expo Lauded
A very successful exhibition on Cape
Muslim culture and traditions was
presented by the Boorhaanol Movement
at the recent Radio 786 Expo held at the
CTICC from the 4th to 6th May, 2018.
The theme ' From the Cradle to the Grave'
aimed to reflect the traditional practices
from the time a child is born to when that
soul departs this world.
The exhibition consisted of 8 cubicles
depicting various stages of the human life
cycle interwoven with the traditions and
cultural practices of Cape Muslims, many
of whose origins can be traced back to the
slaves and political prisoners who arrived
here at the Cape in bondage in the 17th
and 18th Centuries.
Each cubicle displayed an information
sheet about that aspect of the tradition
and how it may have changed over the
years.
The sheet also directed those interested in
more detailed information to other
Boorhaanol publications on sale outside
the exhibition area.
The response from the public was
overwhelmingly positive and Boorhaanol
would like to express its appreciation to
Masturah Adams for coordinating the
whole project.
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boorhaanol
nursery & pre-primary school

Report by Principal Manager Nuha Dramat
Assalamu alaykum warahmatullaahi wabarakatu
food, to make salaah and that it was the month
the Quran was revealed. Eid was a happy day of
eating and being with family. Please visit our
website
www.boorhaanol.org/preschoolinterviews to
listen to the interesting answers received. To
find out more on how the school is doing,
please regularly visit, boorhaanol.org.za

Toward the end of Ramadan, I received a
poem from a close friend of which the first
verse read as follows:
“Beloved Ummatul Muslimeen! Ramadan did
not come to Change our Schedule. It came to
change Our Hearts!”
The poem continues where the poet makes
the most beautiful duah for all of mankind and
passionately expresses gratitude to Almighty
Allah for the month of Ramadan and all its
blessings and mercies.
It made me realize once again how fortunate
we are as Teachers to be working at the
Boorhaanol Nursery and Pre-Primary! After
having been blessed with years of Ramadans,
we have a responsibility to teach our little
ones the essence of this month in an everchanging social and technological
environment. As disheartening as it is to
admit, the times have changed and the rich
culture of our forefathers are dwindling. So
now is the time where we, as the adults,
whether we are the parents, teachers or
caregivers, have to let our little ones know
how to tap into their own hearts, as the hearts
are the homes of the Soul. Soul exists because
of Allah's love for it, Algamdulillaah.
The Boorhaanol Nursery tried to do our bit to
let our little ones grow in love for this pillar of
Islam.
FOCUS ON RAMADAN
Our intention was for our learners to know all
about Ramadan, the farad of staying away
from food, following the Sunnah of our
beloved Nabi Muhammad (SAW) when
breaking fast, Taraweeg and other, the culture

To us at Boorhaanol, which means “Clear
evidence”, there is nothing more heartwarming and definitely heart opening than
watching little ones grow in all areas of their

of charity and how it is done locally. We did
this through:
· Encouraging the 4 to 6 year-olds to fast by
offering an incentive of a toy and some
sweet treats at the end of the month. We
reread their nieyat for fasting at the start
of the day. If they fasted half day, we
ensured they broke their fast with a date
and a glass of water, the sunnah way; and
reciting the duah when we break fast.
· Special awareness programme during our
Friday Thikr Slot, the topics covered over
the 3 weeks were: The Story of Ramadan,
Revelation of the Quraan, Battle of Badr,
Laylatul Qadr and Eidul Fitr.

lives. The vibration of Ramadan always puts a
further edge on this wonderful feeling and so
it changes our hearts.
Algamdulillaah, we thank Allah for having been
blessed with a peaceful month of Ramadan. It
is clearly evident as we tap into Allah's light
and love, Allah rewards us in the most amazing
ways! We trust that the month of Fasting has
spiritually cleansed and purified all, Ameen.
Eidul Fitr, the day of celebration, at the end of
Ramadan, signifies Love. Love amongst Family
members, love amongst the community, love
amongst the Ummatul Muslimeen!

· Art activities
throughout the month
· Doing an outreach
programme to the
Beitul Amaan Old Age
home.
Algamdulillaah, all of this
was well received and
enjoyed by the learners.
Then to see what they
have learned we did a few
interviews. In the
interviews we discovered
what Ramadan meant to
them. To most of them it
meant staying away from
Boorhaanol Islam Movement Newsletter
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BOORHAANOL

S E I S H I N K I A M O TO B U H A K A R AT E
We experienced
an amazing first
few months at
Boorhaanol Motobuha karate. Prior to the
start of Ramadan, we had a busy few
weekends, starting off with
Sensei Samira Davids and Sempia Ameerah
Froude representing South Africa in the
United World Karate South Africa UFak
Championships that was held in Botswana.
Sensei Samira took gold and silver and
Sempai Ameerah Froude double gold.
We participated in the Cape Classic Mixed
Martial Arts Championships and the
students did exceptionally well. In particular
Aziza Sarlie annexed the Grand champion in
her fighting division.
Then we also participated in the Inoue-ha
Shitoryu Championships and some of the
new students competed there. They really
enjoyed
their
first
tournam
ent and
surprise
d us all
by
competi
ng so
well and
taking
gold and

silver in their divisions. Especially Mikaeel
Davids taking gold in limits, Ghutaifa
Lawrence taking gold in Kata and Kauthar
Galant gold in Kata Kata. Shurahbeel,
Firdouz, Zahra, Yusuf and Sensei Samira all
winning gold and silver in their divisions.
We will be leaving for Oudshoorn on the

FOR THE BOORHAANOL RECORD ...
JANAZAHS

22nd June 2018 to compete in the Youth
Games.
We will be re-opening after the Oudshoorn
tour on the 2 July 2018.
If you have any enquiries please contact
Shihan Cassiem Tel.073 150 4363 or Sensei
Samira Tel.063 076 6950.

USEFUL CONTACT
NUMBERS

We wish to convey our sincerest condolences to the
families on the demise of their loved ones, and
apologize for unintentionally omitting anyone :

n Sadaka De Villiers - Park Road, Woodstock - 30th March 2018
n Ebrahim Hay - 15 Ummah Cres, Zonnebloem, D6 - 1st April 2018

Hadji Taliep Salie (Co-ordinator) - Tel. 021 424 9365, 084 307 5204

n Rashaad Flint - Argyle Street, Woodstock - 5th April 2018

Sheikh Muhammad West - Tel.021 911 2360, 082 785 0032

n Nawaal Toffa - 69 Colventry Road, Walmer Estate - 6th April 2018

Yusrah Salaam (Boorhaanol Office) - Tel.021 424 1864

n Mogamat Salie Daniels - 142 Astana St, Bo-Kaap - 7th April 2018

Nuha Dramat (Nursery School Principal) - Tel.021 423 7690

n Hassiem Croeser - 35 Lever Street, Walmer Est - 11th April 2018

Masturah Adams (Social Welfare) - Tel.021 424 2759, 083 286 2480

n Mogamat Amien Abrahams (brother of Sh Irfaan Abrahams) - 40

Sirius Road, Surrey Estate - 17th April 2018
n Zainab Isaacs - 245 Yusuf Drive, Bo-Kaap - 20th April 2018

M Saied Solomons (Masjid Chairman) - Tel.021 424-4629, 083
6280064

n Ismail Doutie (Mikkie) - 22nd, 4th Ave, Belgravia - 20th April 2018

Abdul Muhaimin Bassier (BPDC Convenor) - Tel. 084 222 1308

n Kashief Ganief - 14 Chatham Road, Salt River - 21st April 2018

Akbar Allie (Nursery School Chairman) - Tel. 082 962 8553

n Ashraf Mohammed (son of Darra) - 83 Wale Street, Bo-Kaap -

Sensei Cassiem Davids (Karate) Tel.021 423 7047

26th April 2018

Isgaak Abrahams (Boorhaanol Centre Custodian) Tel.073 567 3073

n Abduraghmaan Bassadien (brother of late Salie Bassadien) - 44

NOTE: For any urgent or emergency matter, contact Hadji Taliep Salie
at the above numbers and he will direct you further.

Cerise Road, Goolhurst, Grassy Park - 1st June 2018
n Fatima Hendricks (nee Fakier) - Bryant St, Bo-Kaap - 1st June 2018
Boorhaanol Islam Movement Newsletter
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#helptheunderprivileged
Boorhaanol Soup Kitchen

Maghrajaan

The amazing work that this group of
dedicated workers achieved during
Ramadan is a credit to the fitrah of the
human soul. Each day after Thuhr
throughout the blessed month the Soup
Kitchen Team would prepare the soup
ingredients for the two 100- litre pots at
the Boorhaanol Centre. By the time the
athaan for Asr is proclaimed, 200 parcels
of bread, dates and soup had been
prepared for the indigent of the BoKaap.

This night-before-Eid festival at the
Boorhaanol Centre has become a feature
in the lives of various people, from
donors to the teams cooking the food, to
the organizations distributing the pots of
food and finally the thousands of needy
people who can enjoy a delicious meal
of akni on Eid day.

The long queue of indigents that snake
around the Centre waiting for some
sustenance with their empty soup
bowels in hand, should be a stark
reminder to us who have plenty of
excess at our Boeka tables.

fraternity. All of them were also
presented with goodie bags containing a
selection of new clothing, toys,
stationery and toiletries, depending on

Before the event there was some
concern about the stormy weather
predicted for the Thursday night, but
Alghamdulillah, Bo-Kaap was spared
from this bad weather and the

Boorhaanol Orphan Programme
On Saturday, 26th May, 2018,
corresponding to the 10th Ramadan,
Boorhaanol Social Welfare once more
hosted the orphans from several Homes
across the Peninsula. They were taken
on an excursion to the Waterfront and
on a beautiful Cape winter's day,
boarded a boat which took them to sea.
It was a memorable experience for most
of these orphans who had never been
on a boat before.
Thereafter they were taken to the BoKaap Civic Centre to enjoy Iftaar with
several members of the Boorhaanol

The school visited the Baxter theatre to see the Lilliput play
on 22 June 2017.

age and gender. We would like to thank
all of our loyal sponsors as well as all
those who assisted in making this
project a success, Alghamdulillah.

Maghrajaan could proceed without
interruptions.
This year 46 pots of food were cooked
over open fires from 17h00 time till late
into the night. There were 17 teams at
Boorhaanol Centre cooking the 43 pots,
while 2 pots were cooked in Steenberg
by the team of Abdul Muttalib Moses,
and 1 pot at the Guguletu Masjid.
The distribution of the food was done
via 20 organizations who had identified
the truly needy from all over Cape Town,
to ensure that they can enjoy a proper
meal on Eid.
We say Shukran to all involved in this
mammoth project, and may Almighty
Allah richly reward you for all your
efforts, Ameen.
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PROTEST ACTION IN BO-KAAP
The month of Ramadan this year has
witnessed several protests related to the
cultural integrity of Muslims in the Bo-Kaap.
The long simmering anger of residents at the
gentrification of the area boiled over into tyreburning protests against the escalating rates
which are forcing them out of the Cradle of
Islam. In a major pushback against the tourism
industry taking over the Wale Street precinct, a
very successful weekly mass iftaar/ Boeka was
held on Fridays to forge unity amongst the
various stakeholders concerned about
gentrification of Bo-Kaap (BK).
Then on the weekend of the 2nd June 2018, an
advert appeared in the newspapers about an
auction to be held on 27th June, 2018 for the
sale of 2 erven on the Tana Baru Cemetery in
Bo-Kaap. While these plots are officially still
zoned as residential, Muslims regard the Tana
Baru precinct as sacred and will not allow any
commercial development thereof. The Tana
Baru has huge historical significance for Cape
Muslims, for not only is it the first burial
ground of Muslims in this country, where the
pioneers of Islam in South Africa lie buried, but
it represents a very powerful symbol of united
civil disobedience against the authorities in the
19th Century.
In a press statement released jointly by the
Tana Baru Trust, the BK Civic and Ratepayers
Association and the BK Youth, the auctioneers
as well as the sellers were urged to cancel the
auction and negotiate the transfer of these 2
erven to the Trust to allow it to be transformed
into a Garden of Remembrance which
celebrates and commemorates our rich
heritage.
On Tuesday 12th June, 2018, the auctioneers,
ClaireMart, issued a press statement cancelling
the auction in deference to the sensitivities of
the Muslim community, and calling on the
sellers to engage with the Trust in resolving the
dispute.
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